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Capitol's elevator operators
say they don't get the shaft
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elevator operator that someone on some
floor (she does not know which) needs to
use the elevator. The operator shuts the
door and the elevator does the rest.

The essential responsibilities of the job,
according to Stimbert are making sure

people do not get shut in the elevator door,
answering questions and letting people off
on the right floors.

Tourists are allowed only on floors one
through three and on 14, the observation
deck. Shaw said often tourists will

try to get to floors where they do not
belong.

Bailey works about three hours every
day covering for the other elevator
operators when they go on break.

"I like this job," she said. "The only
thing that drives me crazy is when people
lay on that buzzer."

She said this job does not bother her
stomach but if she stands all day her legs
and back tend to get sore.

"I get awful nervous easy. I don't like

anyone pushing my buttons," she added.

Stimbert thinks operating elevators is a

job that that could be easily handled by
anyone, with one exception. "It depends
on your stomach," she cautioned. "If you
have a hard stomach, you can easily do this

job."

The three operators agreed that reading
helps to fight the boredom when things run

slowly. Stimbert admits to being very busy
with the passengers most of the time,
though.

"I meet very interesting people from all
over the world and the United States and
I get acquainted with the state senators,"
she said.

By Cindy Coglianese

Legislative life sure can have its ups and
downs as Vivian, Carol and Margaret well
know.

Vivian Bailey, Carol Shaw and Margaret
Stimbert work eight hours r day, five days
a week controlling the elevators at the
State Capitol.

This involves continuous runs up and
down the Capitol's 14 stories.

Stimbert has been going up and down
like this for 1 1 years, Shaw has been at it
about two years and Bailey is the newcom-
er of just about a year.

The elevators are small With narrow
doors. Stimbert said she thinks it is about
time for some new elevators but added she
wonders about the possibility of getting
larger elevators in the narrow shafts.

Shaw is not sure how much she enjoys
the business. "It's the only thing I'm
trained to do," she said. "At least there is

no physical labor."
She said she operates 'the elevator con-

stantly at this time of the year because the
Legislature is in session and many schools
are taking tours of the Capitol.

Stimbert said she knows of no serious
accidents in her 1 1 years. "Once in awhile
someone will get caught in the door, but
that's it," she said. She does recall a time
a few years ago when she was stuck in the
elevator for about an hour with some all-sta- te

high school wrestlers "who weighed
about 300 pounds each."

Shaw also has had a few sticky situa-

tions in the elevator. "Whenever the ele-

vator gets stuck they just come and pry the
doors open and get me out," she said.

For the most part, the elevators are run

automatically. A buzzing sound signals the
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Freda Stroud is the supervisor of elevator operators at the Nebraska State Capitol
Building.

CUSTOM'S

INDEPENDENT

SPECIALISTS, INC.

Our business is the repair of VW vehicles and the selling of

parts and accessories for Volkswagon vehicles.

Parts & Accessories
Tires
Lubrications & Oil

Brake Work
Engine Rebuilding
MaintenanceI nspection

Front End & Suspension Work
Hunter Wheel Alignment'
Dynamic Wheel Balancing

An Independent
Service Center

r' ' BankAmericard

467-239- 72435 N. 33rd

ALL WEATHER
COAT

SALE

$QQ90J Reg. $52-$7- 0

Federal Government agencies are involved in
some of the most important technological work
being done today ....in energy fields, communi-
cation, transportation, consumer protection, de-

fense, exploring inner and outer space and the
environment.

Some of our jobs are unique, with projects
and facilities found nowhere else. Salaries are
good, the work is interesting and there are ex-

cellent opportunities for advancement.
Our nationwide network can get your name

referred to agencies in every part of the country.
For information about best opportunities by

specialty and location, send a coupon or your
resume to : Engineering Recruitment, Room
6A11.

One price . . . many styles.
A super selection of great
fashion coats. Slick looks,
chinze, trenches, and hoods.
Lots of colors. Sizes 5-1- 3.

DON'T MISS THIS SALE
FOR

SAVINGS!

arte U.S. Civil Service Commission
Washington, D C. 20415

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Name

M' fc IP L' 3 Address.

StateCity
Degree level and
Engineering Speciality.

Univ. Col Yr Grad

Atrium
Geographic Preference (s)

1 3th & "N"
Open tonight until 9 :00 p.m u 2nd Level(Gateway


